Although Geyman and colleagues state that their intended audience consists of primary-care physicians, many of the clinical situations discussed in this book are also relevant to general internal medicine consultants. This reflects well on the authors’ ability to select clinical situations that are common enough to pertain to a wide variety of clinicians. This book aims to increase the reader’s understanding of developments in the field of evidence-based medicine and to facilitate a greater role for evidence-based medicine in education and clinical practice.

The book covers ground that has become traditional for books about evidence-based medicine. Topics include how to find evidence and how to critically appraise the types of studies most often encountered (including diagnostic tests, therapeutics, meta-analyses, practice guidelines, decision analyses, and economic evaluations). These discussions are based on clinical scenarios and include checklists that would be familiar to those who have read the Users’ Guides series published in *JAMA* (1). Additional topics include an excellent chapter exposing some common medical myths that show clearly that we are not already practicing evidence-based medicine, a chapter about understanding patients’ choices, and chapters about the day-to-day practice of evidence-based medicine. The chapter about patient decision making is of major importance because incorporation of patient preferences is an integral part of evidence-based practice.

This book is easier to navigate than the 1st edition of *Evidence-Based Medicine: How to Practice and Teach EBM* (2). The 2d edition of *Evidence-Based Medicine* (3), however, surpasses the 1st, and I would recommend it over *Evidence-Based Clinical Practice* to those persons who want a book about critical appraisal or teaching EBM. I used both books recently while facilitating a 1-week evidence-based practice course with a multidisciplinary group of participants. All of the questions about evidence-based practice generated by the group were answered by both books. The main area where Geyman and colleagues’ book was found to be more useful was in the chapters on how to use evidence-based medicine on a daily basis.
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